
K–12 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (ELA) 
K–11 MATHEMATICS

Inspire Teaching  
and Learning



Everything to  
inspire everyone
Every learner comes filled with hope and potential. No one 
starts out bored, disinterested, or left out.

Every learner has a voice to be heard and ideas that matter—
ways of  thinking and doing.

Every learner needs a champion, a guide, a teacher.

Introducing the all-new, all-digital curriculum that empowers 
teachers and learners.



From kindergarten through high school, from mathematics to 
English language arts, Pearson System of  Courses improves 
teaching, learning, and student achievement. 

Everything works in sync. Pearson System of  Courses brings 
together content, assessment, professional development, 
and technology. It turns the classroom into a learner-driven 
environment that helps everyone flourish. 

Collaboration, innovation, and creativity rule. Teachers guide and 
orchestrate the learning. Welcome to an inspired new classroom! 
Inspire teaching and learning.

• Create a learner-driven culture of  collaborators, innovators,  
and thinkers

• Help learners make choices, communicate, and receive and  
give continuous feedback

• Fuel the curiosity that leads to more questions, deeper 
knowledge, and better outcomes



Inspired ways to raise 
learner outcomes
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More to Explore 
Connect to students’ interests  

and improve learning.

Interactive Technology 
Highlight, underline, and  
add notes—strategies  

for close reading.
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Teacher Power 
Everything teachers need  

when they need it, including  
professional development  
and leadership services.



Make ELA lessons more  
engaging, creative, and social
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Collaboration Tools 
Write, talk, text, and share!  

Learners collaborate as a team.
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Interactive Games 
Ready, set, play! Make  

learning fun and challenging.



Student Notebook
Build a personal learning  
portfolio year after year.  
Document the progress.

Interactive Problems 
Swipe, tap, watch, explore!  

Try it and learn.

Gallery 
It’s learner-driven. Students 
choose projects that engage,  

inspire, and intrigue them.

Create a motivating digital 
classroom for mathematics
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Create a motivating digital 
classroom for mathematics
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Interactive Graphing Tools 
Visualize concepts and have  

learners demonstrate  
their understanding.

Unit Opener Videos
Experience math in new  
interactive ways! It’s how  

students learn best.



Be inspired
Every learner matters and so does every teacher. Pearson System 
of  Courses energizes the entire classroom and  
creates a new learning culture. Every lesson prepares  
students for college and career readiness in an engaging, learner-
driven environment.

Inspire new ways of  learning with technology, peers, and  
more personalized content. Be the teacher that guides  
and empowers learners. Be the one they’ll never forget. 

Inspire teaching and learning.

pearsonsystemofcourses.com
Talk with your Pearson specialist or account general manager.

System requirements: Compatible with iOS devices and Windows® 8.
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